Dual Performance Optimization of 6-DOF Robotic Arm Trajectories in Biomedical Applications
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Abstract: For the first time, dual-performance perfection technologies were used to kinematically operate sophisticated robots. In this study, the trajectory development of a robot arm is optimized using a dual-performance perfection technique. The proposed approach alters the robot arm's Kinematics by creating virtual points even if the robotic system is not redundant. In the suggested method, an appropriate objective function is chosen to raise one or maybe more performance measures while lowering one or more kinematic characteristics of a robot arm. The robot arm's end effector is fixed at strategic points, and the dual performance Precision algorithm changes the joints and virtual points due to the robot arm's self-motion. As a result, the ideal values for the virtual points are established, and the robot arm's design is changed. Accordingly, this method's ability to visualize modifications made to the processor's design during the optimization problem is one of its benefits. The active robotic arm is used as a case study in this article. The task is defined as choosing the best path based on the input target's position and orientation and is used in X-ray robot systems. The outcomes demonstrate the viability of the suggested approach and can serve as a useful prototype for an intelligent X-ray robot.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Trajectory planning is considered fundamental to controlling the robotic arm movements. The trajectory merits affect the completion of the task. At this time, trajectory planning impacts the robot's accuracy for trajectory track control as a prerequisite [1,2]. The trajectory planning affects motion efficiency, smoothness, and server consumption energy [3]. Planning is a problem-solving process in the modern artificial intelligence research context. The process starts with a specific problem and then constructing several operational tasks (operators) to achieve the objectives to solve that problem. The flow chart of trajectory planning in the missions' planners is shown in Fig. 1. For various on-orbit operations specifications, various trajectory planning operations must be conducted for the on-orbit robotic arms. The required trajectories must be planned based on the constraint of trajectory planning. The planning makes the robotic arms capable of reaching the selected positions to finish a particular objective [4,5]. Most scientists propose a hybrid robot and human joint activation as a future perspective. This work helps to take advantage of each of them. As an objective, robotics and automation play an important role in space explorations and ground-based experiments. The developments and evolutions of com-plex spacecraft systems and space exploration missions need the development of fast, intelligent automation systems and robotics prerequisites [6]. The robotic space tasks include some special space missions besides the conventional repair and assembly like planetary geological reconnaissance missions' orbital robots [7], and surgical robots for space mission [8].

Fig. 1 Trajectory Planning Diagram.

Robotic arms are frequently produced and sold globally as standard mechatronic items [9]. Numerous companies sell a vast array of firearms. Most of them are made to help with industrial manufacturing and assembly lines [10]. By mounting different tools on typical wrist joints (machining, spraying, and welding), those arms are employed in various applications where great repeatability and accuracy are necessary. Most studies on enhancing the functionality and design of control systems and mechanical systems for weapons that are now on the market are conducted by robotic firms and the laboratories that work with them [11]. They are significant weapons and vital testing grounds for research and study units into novel applications and intelligent control designs because of their durability and reliability. Thus, choosing a suitable controller and robot arm is an important research choice from the point of the researcher. Additionally, the degrees of freedom (DOF), payload, redundancy, the weight of weapons, and working space requirements are considered [12]. One must consider the (i) ability to add new sensors, (ii) control unit, (iii) possibility of combining existing and new software, and (iv) accessibility...
of a software emulator, after-sales service, etc., in this situation [13]. It is crucial to consider these factors early on before making a final purchasing decision to ensure future scalability. Six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) is highly sought-after in precision engineering, and robot trajectory planning is characterized as a collection of trajectory points depending on a set of projections and target positions [14]. Each robot joint’s rotation angle is adjusted over time in a path-dependent manner to the end effector, then at each subsequent point until the target point is attained. Path planning in the joint space is simpler and more practical than in the Cartesian space [15]. The ends of multiple robotic arms are frequently given multiple fixed locations. Inverse Kinematics was used to construct such robot trajectory points, which were then converted from Cartesian space to a common coordination space [16]. The two types of motor shifts that are most frequently used are reverse and forward. The mapping regarding the robot’s joint coordinates or its coupling to the position of the final effector is known as forward Kinematics. The location of the final effector in Cartesian space is difficult with the forward shift when the joint angles are known, whereas the inverse shift is just the reverse. The inverse kinematic transformation is frequently difficult to solve because of the considerable nonlinearity [17]. The decrease in energy use is viewed as one of the most significant goals in the industrial and manufacturing sectors for environmental and economic reasons [18]. Numerous energy-saving methods in this area were created over time, and it was shown that they could be applied to mechatronic and robotic systems [19]. Trajectory planning navigation can be classified according to the data received from the world. Three types of trajectory planning are available local, global, and personal navigation. Globally based navigations might perceive the environmental elements according to the referential axes and stir on the previously determined goals [20]. When it comes to Localized navigation techniques, we can say that it deals with anonymous and not fully known environments, whereas global navigations can address fully known environments. Localized navigation techniques are referred to as reactively-based techniques because they are smarter and can control and execute plans anonymously. Some of those intelligent techniques are Fuzzy Logic (FL), such as Evolutionary Algorithms (EGA), Artificial Neural Network (NN), Differential Evolutions (DE), Firefly Algorithm (FA), Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) Swarm Intelligence (SI), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), and others. Local search techniques illustrate higher elasticity. Moreover, such techniques follow an optimized path [21].

2. RELATED WORK

The conventional methods that use the polynomials interpolated trajectory planning technique might achieve effective object avoidance. In addition, such methods are considered robot arm trajectory selection technique that reasonably selects the movement. However, these techniques can fail to get the trajectory with the best performances. In the last few years, to get a feasible trajectory that fulfills the dynamical constraints and the Kinematics, studies have focused on applying smart techniques. Thus, such smart techniques have been applied to the space robotics arms for efficient trajectory planning. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the widely used evolutionary algorithms considered intelligent optimization algorithms. It has been used successfully in trajectory optimization solutions due to its efficiency in solving optimization problems [22]. The genetic Algorithm provides a generalized framework to solve optimization issues for complex systems that does not depend on particular dimensions of the problem and have robustness. Muhammad et al. [23] instead of using the traditional Newtonian iteratively based methods the authors have introduced the GA in optimal control. Numerical algorithms for optimal controlling of movement planning were based on the GA optimization technique as was proposed. Simulation designs demonstrated the method effectiveness, and the motions planning problems of the non-complete constraints space robotics arms system were resolved. Seder and Petrovic [24] used the GA to handle the requirements of in bit trajectories planning of the space’s robotics arm. They used GA fitness rate functions about the end trajectories length of Cartesian spaces robotic arms, the robotic arm angle in joint space, the max torque of the joints of motion, the entire motion latency of the robotics arms, and the collisions by the weight coefficients method. Last, the GA was used for planning an ideally based trajectory in jointed spaces without collisions, kinetic properties satisfy the marginal needs, and not long trajectories lengths and motions time. Zafar and Mohanta [25] the authors used optimization to enhance the trajectory based on energy conservation standards. Their suggested methods enable floating body operations in different platforms with manipulated joint failure. The enhanced-on board fuels remarkably affect the satellites’ lifetime. Al-Mashhadany [26] by the authors suggested new “feature-based” path optimization techniques for planetary explorations cars. In such a technique, they are discretizing the specified paths into segment parts and producing the energy-based data of these specified parts from the search environments maps [27]. As a result, GA was
combined to search for the optimality in terms of path planner in conjunction with mesh environment maps utilizing cubic-shaped splines interpolations for searching the optimal and feasible solutions of the paths planner. Based on what has been mentioned earlier, it could be realized that even though the GA could be dealing with many different solutions simultaneously, minimizing risks of being trapped in optimal local areas. Nonetheless, the optimization algorithm is randomly based on searching techniques multiple calculations, and candidate solutions rendered are usually approximated solutions close the feasible solution. In addition, reliability might not be ensured. The various studies utilized to simulate and analyze the best trajectory for 6-DoF robotics using a VR model are listed in this section. Through interpolating several specified points of every joint of robot with a quintic polynomial mathematical expressions regarding every one of the joint variables of the robot with time are produced. To increase effectiveness of the search algorithm, the GA crossover operator and mutation operator of the Genetic Algorithm have been improved in the cosine form. The modified adaptive Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is also employed to optimize time interval between each joint’s interpolation points to achieve time-optimal trajectory planning. A MATLAB simulation is run, and results have shown that the approach recommended in this study cuts time required for robot tasks. Each joint curve for velocity, position, and acceleration is also suitably smooth, guaranteeing that it performs its function dependably and successfully [28].

Analyze the Kinematics of the robot arm, which is crucial for the motion of all robotic joints. Additionally, they are crucial for getting the signal to control or move the robot arm in the workplace. In this work, Lab VIEW will be used to implement the Kinematics regarding the ROBoo36 DFROBOT arm. The kinematic equations of motion could be determined by determining the Denavit-Hartenberg representation’s parameters, which resolves problem with the 6 revolute joints DFROBOT manipulator's automatic control. The kinematics solution of the Lab VIEW software was found to be nearest to the robot arms actual measurements that have been presented in [29]. Six linear motors were controlled using a control method depending on 6-DoF parallel robot kinematics to follow their respective intended trajectories under the guidance of a designed Fractional Order Active Disturbance Rejection Controller (FOADRC) [30]. The Denavit Hardenberg (DH) 6 DoF robot arm placement parametric technique is used in the forward kinematic model. Also, the forward kinematic model is investigated in MATLAB using Robotics Toolbox, whereas the inverse kinematic model is applied to an actual robot arm [31]. For each one of the robot joints, the quintic polynomial function is employed to satisfy several specified points, in which mathematical expressions are produced over time for each common robot variable.

To accomplish the best path planning time, the optimized adaptive Genetic Algorithm enhances each joint’s interval of interval points [32]. The robot’s trajectory and real-time target are updated without further offline iterations. It extends to controllers of the linear quadratic regulator to circulate through globally or locally controllers to modify the robot’s core path based on control optimization and gradient ratios [33]. Depending on the algorithms for Differential Evolution (DE) and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), the Improved Whale Optimization Algorithm (IWOA) has been presented [34].

3.PROBLEM STATEMENT

Kinematic modeling issues normally can be split into a handful of sub-problems. First, direct Kinematics is a difficult problem due to determining the routing's Cartesian placement, which is given using standard coordinates. The second issue is the inversed movement, which is the Inverse Kinematics (IK) that represents a mathematical technique used to determine the joint configurations of a robotic or animated system that would result in a desired end-effector position or pose. It involves the calculation of covariates based on the orientation and location of the robot’s end effector. The complexity of the second serial automatic weapon is greater than that of the first. Biomedical automation activities take advantage of the kinetics designs of robots because it permits them to be half-autonomous or entirely autonomous, due to the operational environment and type of task, biomedical robots typically have several rigid connections mounted on platforms. As for a biomedical application, robot arms manipulating chemicals associated with 6-DoF are commonly utilized. Spot assembly spraying, welding, and fabrication are the most prevalent applications for biomedical robots. A considerable percentage of these apps must complete the selection and putting processes. Utilize the kinematics model of the robotic arms to complete this assignment. The kinematic issue compels us to define the Cartesian spaces for the co-teleports. Any robot manipulator agent can access two kinematic solutions: backward and forward Kinematics. Mobility forward can be determined after all joints are sensed. Suppose the selected locations and directions of the end stimuli are set. In that case, the total number of joints is calculated, and the joint spaces of the robotics arms are computed using the reversed kinematics motion in reversed motion.
4. METHODOLOGY

The major sorts of arm movement are the overall architectural layout and involves a processing unit and a robotic arm with six degrees of freedom (6-DoF). The Virtual Reality (VR) paradigm uses MATLAB as a development environment for software programs. Modeling in the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) utilizing an IK-based method to control a 6-DOF robotic arm. The whole processing unit, programs, and control modes files are recovered in MATLAB. The number of constraints.

Eq. (5) represents the quintic polynomial function with the placement and acceleration constraints.

The second derivative of $t$ in Eq. (6) could also be used to determine the acceleration function. Eqs. (2) - (4) above could also be used to determine the acceleration function. Eqs. (2) - (4) above represent the quintic polynomial’s coefficients.

$$\theta(t) = a_0 + a_1 t + a_2 t^2 + a_3 t^3 + a_4 t^4 + a_5 t^5$$

Similarly, the acceleration function can be obtained using the second derivative of $t$ in Eq. (6).

$$\ddot{\theta}(t) = 2a_2 + 6a_3 t + 12a_4 t^2 + 20a_5 t^3$$

The second derivative of $t$ in Eq. (6) could also be used to determine the acceleration function. Eqs. (2) - (4) above represent the quintic polynomial’s coefficients.

Plugging the components as mentioned above into Eq. (3) allows one to construct the robot trajectory equation for the quintic polynomial.

5. MODELLING OF 6-DOF ROBOT

5.1. Inverse Kinematic Model

IK model has a wide range of applications in real robotic systems. The IK model calculates the joint angles required to achieve the desired orientation and position. IK is crucial not only in robotics, but in various fields, including 3D gaming [36]. IK does not have a single solution, in contrast to forwarding kinematics. The best systems guarantee minimal joint motion and collision-free operation. If the end position, i.e., $P_y$, $P_x$, and $P_z$, and the link parameters, known, inverse Kinematics could be utilized to find all the joint angles. For a single end-effector location, inverse Kinematics will produce a significant number of joint angles [37]. Eqs. (13)–(24) are utilized for calculating the Inverse Kinematics.

$$T_{1-1} \times T = T_{2} \times T_{3} \times T_{4} \times T_{5} \times T_{6}$$

$$\theta_1 = \text{atan2d}(P_y, P_x)$$

$$d = \sqrt{P_x^2 + P_y^2}$$

$$r_4 = d - a_4 \times \cos(d(\theta_{234}))$$

$$z_4 = P_z - a_4 \times \sin(d(\theta_{234}))$$

$$\beta = \text{atan2d}(a_3 \times \sin(d(\theta_3), a_2 + a_3 \times \cos(d(\theta_3))$$

$$\alpha = \text{atan2d}(z_4 - a_1, r_4)$$

$$\theta_2 = \alpha + \beta$$

$$\theta_4 = \theta_{234} - \theta_2 - \theta_3$$

$$\theta_5 = \text{acosd}((\sin(d(\theta_1) \times P_a) - \cos(d(\theta_4)) \times P_y) / (\sin(d(\theta_4) \times a_5)))$$

$$\theta_6 = \text{atan}(\text{scos}(\theta_5) \times \sin(d(\theta_2 + \theta_3) + \sin(d(\theta_2) \times \cos(d(\theta_2 + \theta_3)) - \sin(d(\theta_4) \times \cos(d(\theta_2 + \theta_3))))$$

5.2. Forward Kinematics
The kinematic problem of a robot could be investigated using various methods. Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) direct screw displacements are applied in two widely utilized methods. Due to their systematic nature, both approaches are more suitable for imitating serial manipulators. Several researchers also employ geometric techniques for serial manipulators with rather basic geometry [39]. The DH method was used in this work to build the robot’s kinematic model due to its suitability and adaptability for modelling any number of links and joints of a serial manipulator, independent of complexity [39, 40]. DH uses the quadruple (αi, ai, di, θi) notation to represent twist angle, link offset, link length, and joint angle. Each manipulator link was connected to an orthonormal coordinate system following DH standard [41], as shown in Fig. 3.

**Fig. 3** Robot Forward Kinematics.

The necessary transformation matrices for each linkage regarding the robotic arm were created using the general shape of the transformation matrix for each link expression of the I joint in the preceding proximal i-1 joint acquired in [42]. Those transformation matrices separate when multiplied due to the complex transformation feature, producing an overall matrix reflecting the base’s end terms [43]. The last column of the 3x3 matrix represents the location (x, y, z) of the end-effector about the base, whereas the first three columns and first three rows reflect the rotation [44].

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
C_1C_5C_2 + S_1S_5 & -C_1S_2C_5 + S_1C_2S_5 & S_1C_2S_5 + C_1C_2C_5 & B \\
-C_1S_5 & C_1C_2 & S_1S_2 & 0 \\
S_1C_5 & C_1S_2 & C_1C_2C_5 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(25)

Where

\[A = L_1S_{21}L_2S_{323}L_4C_{234}\]

(26)

\[B = L_1 + L_2C_{22} + L_3C_{23} + L_4S_{234}\]

(27)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Q1 \\
Q2 \\
Q3 \\
Q4 \\
Q6
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
px \\
pz \\
α \\
β \\
Y
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(28)

Implementation of IK Model: A genuine manipulator equipped with a robotic arm was used to evaluate the IK model. An object has been given a defined orientation and location [45]. Using the user’s known information, the generated procedure, as demonstrated in IK [46], first determines whether the object is inside the robot workspace. When the object is outside the work envelope, the Algorithm informs the user and stops. The IK model determines the necessary joint angles to point the end-effector in the proper orientation and position if it is not pointed in the needed orientation and position [47]. The joint angles are then allocated to the low-level encoder ticks after that. The program’s Kernel-based instructions move the motors depending on the mapped instructions encoder ticks, then carry out the command. Fig. 4 shows the model implementation flowchart [48]. Before using the created IK model on robotic arm, it was ensured that the object (for instance, a vehicle key with a key) is positioned inside the workspace of the robotic arm. Two blocks are used to raise the platform on which the object is placed (in height z). The work at hand is moving an object from one area to another. Orientation and position of the destination and source have both been given as inputs. The robot moves depending on approximated joint angles derived from the user’s object coordinates (IK model) [49]. The gripper shuts when the robot is in the desired position, enabling it to capture the object. The user has also taught the robot the object’s coordinates by picking up the objects in a specific order. The operational area of the robot should also contain the target site. When the robot gets there, it drops the item and goes back to where it started [49]. Using inverse kinematics, convert the specified target position to the corresponding joint angles or positions for the robot arm. This step involves solving the inverse kinematics problem to determine the arm configuration that reaches the desired target. Below are the steps to follow to get the best results:

- **Step 1**: Define the target point (position) represents center point of working space as x, y and z.
- **Step 2**: Define the ratio of noise scale (0.001)
- **Step 3**: Generates number of random angles (number of angles set equal to possible number of points around target) as angles.
- **Step 4**: Define rotation matrix around Z for each angle as in Eq. (29).

\[
\text{Rot}_z = \angle \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\angle) & -\sin(\angle) & 0 \\
\sin(\angle) & \cos(\angle) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(29)

- **Step 5**: Final equation Eq. (30)

\[
X = \text{noisescale} \ast (\text{rand}(1,3) - 0.5) \ast (\text{Rot}_x \ast \text{Rot}_y) + \text{center point}
\]

(30)
• **Step 6**: Find nearest point to center point (xc, yc, and zc).

\[
[\text{center, radius}] = \text{sum}((X(1) - xc)^2 + (X(2) - yc)^2 + (X(3) - zc)^2 - r^2)^2 \tag{31}
\]

The represents of generated points of dual performance method in 3D view within spherical space and around center point (target).

![Diagram](Fig. 4 Coordinate Assignment of DH Parameter.

### 6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, several trajectories are tested to achieve the target. To attain the target i.e. to let the arm reach to the exact point, it is necessary to determine the target position and the target orientation according to some criteria such as the arm’s length, the movement angle that is subject to the set points of the arm which are the shoulder, elbow, and the wrist points. In addition, the grabber’s length and flexibility are considered one of the most important constraints determining the arm’s movement.

#### 6.1. Trajectory Analysis Test

For adjusting and moving the robotic arms to the specified coordinate of angles and placed in between ones and the targeted objects, make the angles of the shift location could precisely allocate the directions of the entire axis of the robot’s arms and obtain the best movement trajectory. In Table 1, one can observe the orientation error values Err_ert 3, Err_ert 2, and Err_ert 1 of each coordinate, which are minimal in all the cases considered. Thus, it can be highlighted that the accuracy of the arm’s movement toward the target is excellent, taking into account the error values of each of the three axes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error X</th>
<th>Error Y</th>
<th>Error Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000562</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.002137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001431</td>
<td>0.006015</td>
<td>0.006329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.006206</td>
<td>0.047268</td>
<td>0.099652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000532</td>
<td>0.001654</td>
<td>0.006329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001654</td>
<td>0.006015</td>
<td>0.006329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.006329</td>
<td>0.006329</td>
<td>0.099652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Trajectory Analysis Test.

For the shortest path between the robot arm and the target. Accuracy is proportional the distance between both points. When the distance between both points becomes less, the accuracy would become higher. The orientations are characterized in this context by XYZ position targets as shown in Table 2. The postures were chosen to be with in the robot workspaces. The test outcomes are illustrated in the Fig. 3 in all three orientations. The arm generated intermediary targets to trace the required trajectory. The robot arm reached target postures accurately. The test results approved that the local information of the robots is enough to produce a local model that could be utilized for actuating the terminal effectors towards the desired targets. In the Table 2, it can be noticed that the least distance is considered the best in terms of the accuracy. The least is obtained from the point vector (35, 20, 22.36069) which is the nearest to the target point, the distance value is 10 units away from the target. The proposed robot arm must be distanced from the target by generating points at a specific distance in different orientations. The proposed method is generating points surrounding the target in a sphere shape. The suggested optimization algorithm would look for the shortest path between the robot arm and the target. Accuracy is proportional the distance between both points.

### 6.2. Target Orientation

The proposed robot arm must be distanced from the target by generating points at a specific distance in different orientations. The proposed method is generating points surrounding the target in a sphere shape. The suggested optimization algorithm would look for the shortest path between the robot arm and the target. Accuracy is proportional the distance between both points. When the distance between both points becomes less, the accuracy would become higher. The orientations are characterized in this context by XYZ position targets as shown in Table 2. The postures were chosen to be with in the robot workspaces. The test outcomes are illustrated in the Fig. 3 in all three orientations. The arm generated intermediary targets to trace the required trajectory. The robot arm reached target postures accurately. The test results approved that the local information of the robots is enough to produce a local model that could be utilized for actuating the terminal effectors towards the desired targets. In the Table 2, it can be noticed that the least distance is considered the best in terms of the accuracy. The least is obtained from the point vector (35, 20, 22.36069) which is the nearest to the target point, the distance value is 10 units away from the target. The nearest point is selected as the best point.

\[
rx = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & \sin \theta & 1 \\
1 & \cos \theta & \sin \theta \\
0 & 0 & 0 
\end{bmatrix} \tag{32}
\]

\[
rz = \begin{bmatrix}
\sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\
-\sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 
\end{bmatrix} \tag{33}
\]

It can be noticed from Fig. 5 (a) that the sphere dimensions are 10 for the radius while the noise level equals to 0.001, and the last centre (target) is 10, 20, 35. As for Fig. 5 (b) the number of the nearest points generated around the last centre (target) is 60. These points are all supposed to be distributed on the sphere shape shown in Fig. 5 (a).
6.3. Optimal Trajectory Finding

After finding the nearest point to the target, the forward and inverse kinematics are used to find the shortest trajectory distance representing the optimal distance. It can be noticed from Table 2 that we have the target points that are 9 points. It can be noticed that target number 8 is the best one in comparison to the other numbers of targets based on the obtained distance. The distance was 9.1376, which is the least among the others. We note that Fig. 6 shows the best path obtained from the resulting paths, which is the eighth path, as in the above, and it is closest to the target point that was previously determined.

Table 2 Target Orientation Test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target number</th>
<th>POS target</th>
<th>POS target</th>
<th>POS target</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.4571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.4448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.8618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.3893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.7101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22.36068</td>
<td>9.1376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36.4005</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.8338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSIONS

This research presents a novel method for the kinematics optimization of robot arms using dual performance and a virtual point resolution algorithm created to control complex trajectory robotics. The advantages of this approach over other analytical inverse kinematics methods include (1) the ability to visually monitor changes in the robot’s configuration during optimization, (2) the ability to focus optimization on a subset of the robot manipulator's structural parameters, and (3) the fact that during the optimization process, design specifications are continuously modified until they attempt to reach near the optimum performance and no randomness exists. The designer can then feel the consequences of the desired performance index and the chosen structural variable for optimization. In this method, finding the best solutions for different design characteristics is possible by adding them as virtual joints in a complex trajectory robot that has been virtually built. Inverse kinematics solution approaches are used to modify these variables in the null space of the dual performance so that they do not affect the primary task or design constraint(s). However, the alteration directly impacts the chosen subtask, which is the goal of the optimization process. Thus, by adding these design specifications as virtual points of a virtually created complex trajectory robot, the design parameters are calculated following the chosen objective function that incorporates the chosen performance indices. The design parameters are modified according to the chosen objective function, which considers the manipulator performance indices.
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NOMENCLATURE

- $a_2$: Represents an unknown or calculated acceleration.
- $f$: Represents a constant or variable.
- $t_i$: Represents a time variable.
- $T_i$: Represents a final time value.

Greek Symbols

- $\theta$: Represents an initial angle or position.
- $\dot{\theta}$: Represents the initial angular velocity (first derivative of with respect to time).
- $\ddot{\theta}$: Represents the final angular velocity (first derivative of with respect to time).
- $\theta_0$: Represents an initial angular acceleration (second derivative of with respect to time).
- $\dot{\theta}_f$: Represents the final angular acceleration (second derivative of with respect to time).
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